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Understand An Issue 
Different views about street 
"Moving elements in a city, and in particular the people and their activities, are 
as important as the stationary physical parts. We are not simply observers of 
this spectacle, but are ourselves a part of it, on the stage with the other 
participants." 
Kevin Lynch, The Image of The City 
"the term poche is often used in the figure-ground theory of urban 
desjgn On the exterior, however, urban poche is the supportive structure, 
which registers the spatial landscape, engaging the buildings to their adjacent 
voids, making a kind of continuous imprint of the plan." 
Roger Trancik, Finding Lost Space 
street is colonize for social and business purposes." 
Gordon Ctillen, The Concise Townscape 
“streets are more than public utilities, more than the equivalent of water lines 
二nd sewers and electric cables..." 
^ streets moderate the formas and structures and comfort or urban communities." 
streets are places of social and commercial encounter and exchange. They are 
， e r e you meet people." 
street is movement: to watch, to pass, movement especially for people: of 
leeting faces and forms, changing postures and dress." 
knowing the rhythm of a street is to know who may be on it or at a certain place 
along it during a given period" , 
Allen B. Jacobs, Great Street 
Throughout most of urban history the network of streets and squares func-
t i ^ed as the principal structure for civic design and spatial organization. Too 
oj^en today they do not serve this role, as the mixed-use street has been re-
Placed by shopping centers. 
Roger Tancik,Finding Lost Space 
environmental images are the result of a two-way process between the ob-
server and his environment." 
Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City 
Understand An Issue 
Synopsis 
^ y project is to explore another way on relationships between street and building, 
n conventional way, we see buildings as positive. However, in my thesis, I turn 
street as positive and develope it as if a building. 
J believ，there is a balance to benefit both external and internal spaces that pedes-
nan gain benefits from buildings which is still no harm. Therefore we get enough 
experience on street as well as in building. 
I? this volume, I will further investigate about Hong Kong Streets and its Relation-
ship to buildings. 
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My Methodology 
The Landmark interior The Landmark exterior 
a building... 
We build buildings. 
We do concern about users' needs, its capacity, related functional areas, spatial 
arrangement and spatial quality. 
a street... 
Street is created passively and shaped by buildings. 
No one does think about usersVpedestrain's needs, pedestrain flow capacity, 
street's role, spatial arrangement and spatial quality. 
Street becomes a left-over space that architecture is now negligible on street . 







> > Streets 
Building 
Definition of Building/Street: 
• ‘Building «[c] (abbr. bidg) structure with a roof and walls" 
h„;u ” (abbr. St) public road in a city, town or village with houses and 
uuimmgs on one side or both sides" 
她 edition, Oxford Advanced Learner，s English-Chinese Dictionary 
bu^^ilding，，includes the whole , or any part, of any domestic or public building or 
brid ing which is constructed or adapted for use for public entertainment, arch, 
prod^，cavern adapted or constructed to be used for the storage of petroleum， 
latrines，chjmney’ cook-house, cowshed, dock, factory, garage, hangar, hoarding, 
stable ‘ ^asthead，office, oil storage installation, out-house, poier, shelter, shop, 
mole， ，wall，warehouse, wharf, workshop or tower, sea-wall, breakwater, jetty, 
tion ；J quay，cavern or any underground space adapted of constructed for occupa-， 
shafts r "？ any purpose including its associated access tunnels and access 
structu^ or other similar structure supporting an aerial rope way and such other 
buildin as the Building Authority may be noticed in the Gazette declare to be a 
O) 
lane ro^^]" e l u d e s the whole or any part of any square, court or alley, highway, 
not 二Mau' road-bridge, footpath, or passage whether a through fare or not which is 
more than 4.5 m in width. 
Building (Planning) Regulations 
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My Methodology(cont'd) 
Street = Building??? 
Building components 
-its roof = sky 
_its false ceiling = advertisement banners 
—its structure/walls = external building facade 
—its user types = pedestrian 
—its function 二 - circulation/movement 
- to control city rhythm 
- t o control pedestrian pace 
- t o support district and activities 
- t o allow pedestrian enjoyment 
- to reflect city image 
"The interplay between the world of 
our bodies and the world of our 
dwelling places is always in flux. We 
make places that are an expression 
of out haptic experiences even as 
these experiences are generated by 
the places we have already created. 
Whether we are conscious or inno-
cent of this process, our bodies and 
our movements are in constant 
dialogu with our buildings “ 
-Body Movement- Robert J. Yudell 
-an abstract from "Body, Memory 
and Architecture “ 
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Inhibiting Contact Promoting Contact 
(Visual and auditory) 
I.Walls No wall 
O A A T 
2. Long distance 2. Short distance 
O A O ^ O A ^ 
3. High speeds 3. Low speeds 
o o 
Multiple levels 4. One level 
- O A t f -
5. Back-to-back 5. Face-to -face 
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My Methodology(cont'd) 
Architectural Solution 
Can architecture do something instead. 
O A A T OA
T
 
O A O n 
纖 
Understand An Issue 
Mutually Relationship: Street and Building Envelope 
P 
outside 
building 0 inside building 
Understand An Issue 
•Mutually Relationship: Street and Building Envelope(cont'd) 
Mutually relationship 
Buildmg envelope compromise inside and outside space. 
building envelope is street envelope. Different treatment on 
re/1 g envelope gives direct influence to city void outside. Their intimate 
Th nship as if two rooms, external and internal, are adjacent to each other, 
ey are working actually cooperatively but not speak in separate. 
^owever, in existing cases, buildings seldom consider together with outdoor 
boiTd Buildings are developed separately and individually within building 
syst a " . They 仙仇e building lot up entirely as though plunge-in machinery 
0 Building envelope is developed vertically. Each building block devel-
senc^ g under the same way terminate street envelope as a defensive wall to 
Parate city void from buildings. 
Actually, they work together and use as a whole. 
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Meaning to Street 









chance to looking inside and willing to stay outside 
within travelling distance 
miscellaneous 
spontaneous 
Meaning to street 
(I) Micro-scale of street: User view to street/requirement 
Street to shoppers = a place for visual and physical enrichment 
Require: to have a comfort for enjoyment in their shopping trip, places to 
take risk, to eat and to shop , 
Activities: view out of building 
Street to shop keepers = a place to earn; 
Require: a draw more people's attentions and high pedestrian flow 
Activities: view from building inside with frame 
Street to housewife/low income = a place for collecting things that mainly related to 
daily issues. 
Require: a convenient path to there and less awareness on enjoyment 
Activities: usually along their way home 
Street to white collar or office workers = a place to go work 
A place for lunch and a leisure releasing form confirmed area like building or office 
Require: easy for transport/leisure space during lunch time unrelated to 
work, like TV and shopping 
Activities: non-directional 
Street to tourists = a place to understanding local culture 
Require: to have a place for easy way-findings 
Activities: around famous focal point 
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•leaning to Street(cont'd) 
Street to husband = a place for dating 
Require: to match special interest 
Activities: walking and enjoy 
Street to the old = a place to see and hear people 
Require: to allow a place for them to stay with shelter 
Activities: to stay or leisure 
reet to beggar = a place to beg money 
Require: to allow high pedestrian flow 
Activities: to stay 
Street to child = a place to explore and to learn 
Require: enjoyable and not overcrowded 
Activities: to look/experience 
Street to Town Planning Board = city image 
Require: an unity 
Activities: restriction on planning -
Stre t 
e to developers = access to building, grand area to show their status 
Require: a grand entrance and maximum plot ratio . 
Activities: to construct buildings 
Str 
eet tome = changing alive and active 
open space make me feel comfort although it congest 
good street is miscellaneous so that I can enjoy in every minutes 
good street on which you cannot expect in the coming seconds 
good street should be human involved 
should be leisure, enjoyable 
of street: Street to district 
s 二 : leaves links 
atttiosDhteing. a network of district, it controls the pedestrian pace and district 
street - ” ^^  ^ basic support to district 
street ~~ ng for delivery and for circulating 
s t reet- "^hole district and link up district 
street - connection to buildings 
being separation of buildings 
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Role of Street: Paralle with music 
Allegro modorato (j = 112-120) 拳 
musical note 
l i l } \ S i \ I I , u l u 
r m 
existing: linear circulation 
巷 
divide street into separate room 
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Role of Street: Parallel with Music(cont'd) 
Music/Architecture/Street 
^chitecture is to deal with spatial arrangement and control spatial rhythm. 
I^arallel to music, which is to deal with musical note arrangement also. 
0 deconstruct a song, it is modeled by musical notes that are basic elements of 
a ^sic. Whatever a wonderful song it is also generated by them which are standard 
universal. Thus, the essence is not musical notes themselves but is their 
ordering and combination. 
i ^bma t ion creates variety. Order controls the beat which, however, controls 
权 ythm that affects melody very much. Melody tells the theme of a song what type 
IS: gentle or rock or romantic or energetic. 
^oth collaborate and create a song. Without either, it sounds nothing. 
al=， ng qualified musical note combination but no skillful ordering kills a song 
mu jar case is occurred at Hong Kong streets. Buildings, which are equivalent to 
sical notes, are basic elements to street. Most streets combine under great 
bj!®!^ and program a rich context in terms of function and nature. However, 
bio l^gs are now arranged in linear and to plunge-into building lots as toy building 
cks covering fiill area. This results to get a linear fa诉de longitudinally losing 
their “beat” 
square: 
-ease the pedestrian pace 
- a place for gathering 
a room; 
-stop movement 
-specify in function 
12 
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-inefficient for transportation 
-node at the turning comer 
I v . — ^ > 1 4 1 
o 
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Role ofStreet:Parallel with River(cont'd) 
I^ver/Cify void/pedestrian pace 
Water velocity depends on the form and shape of river bank. 
t Water in linear river flows quickest than any other cases. This implies water 
olecules contact against river bank in short time that no room and time to stop. 
I? Water eases their flow in non-linear river stream since they have to stop and 
angetheir flow direction. However, circulation under this phenomenon gives 
less efficiency in city. 
I Water gets into bigger area slows its velocity as more room is capable to 
rry more water molecules which stay for a while before going further. 
t ^ h e n water goes into an enclosed area, it intents to stay and forms a lake, 
n reference to architecture, people turn into a room. 
^quivalent to circulation, human bodies, moving from one to other destination, 
ban^ t^ant to water molecules while adjacent building envelope become river' 
以UK which controls water flow. 
Thi ‘ 
Aq^ proves building envelope do contribute to control the pace of pedestrian 
13 
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Role of Street: City Image 
Elements on building envelope/street image 
The external cures in city environments, such as visual sensation of color, shape, or 
motion, provide some indication of relative location within the city. Orientation is 
made easier by recognizing curs. Five types of elements compose city image, they 
are paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks. Among those, paths and edges 
give closer and deeper effect on street. Kevin Lynch descriped deeply in a book: 
The Image of City. 
1. Paths. Channels of movement for the observer. Paths promote observations 
and are the predominant city element. 
2. Edges. Linear elements associated with the boundaries between two differing 
areas. The most pronounced edges are usually prominent, continuous in form, 
and impenetrable. An edge may take the form of a river, a rail line, a large wall, 
or even forested green space. 
3. Nodes. Focal points where an observer enter and particular activities are 
concentrated. Nodes are smaller in scale but more concentrated than districts. 
Highly visible structures surrounding the node enhance its positive image. 
Districts. Relatively large city areas that the observer mentally enters. 





Five elements are skeletal elements of a city form. However, only nodes, paths and 
edges are more related to street under relative scale. 
14 
marco scale: urban planning issue 
planners' view 
City planners normally view on two-dimensional 
layer to develope city plan. Grid transport net-
work which undoubt about its highest proficient 
in city fabric, is widely applied in morden city. 
However, city becomes homogeneous because 
of monotonic layout. 
developers' view 
Developers, profit-making minded, usually maxi-
mize plot ratio and site coverage, but never con-
sider spatial quality in public area and sacrific 
public affairs. This pushes streets further 
compatible. 
micro scale: pedestrian experience 
my/users' view 
we live in a three-dimensional city instead. We 
experience in spatial but not on planar dimension. 
We are not packaged for delivery but have feel-
ing personal. 
Understand An Issue 
An issue: A Reason 
on street 
Then, what is the problem so' 
15 
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An issue: By observations 
Do you enjoy linear experience? We are losing our sequence 
view 1: towards Sogo 
丨：终^ 
vieW 2: closer and more hint 
16 
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An issue: By observations(cont'd) 
pv，？ 
曰 Uilding inside 
�Assignable 
The Landmark, Central 
Building outside 
=undesignable 
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Hong Kong Street: Past and Present 
In the Past 
In the past: gathering, market, playground 
In the past, street is a free market which allows hawkers to by goods. 
In the past, street is surrounded by arches. 
In the past, street is on ground level. 
In the past, street is part of buildings. 
In the past, street is defined by buildings. 
In the past, less transportation is on street. 
18 
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Hong Kong Street: Past and Present(cont'd) 
At Present 
At present, most streets 
mail. 
At present, most streets 
envelope. 
At present, street is elevated. 
At present, street is isolated from building. 
At present, street is defined by buildings. 
At present, street is parallel to road system. 
At present; in general: circulation, shopping 
for circulation where market is converted into shopping 
defined by advertisement banners and vertical building 
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Fa Yuen street Sai Yeung Choi Street South Tsimshatsui 
between plank wall on ground commercial buildings between 
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Hong Kong Street: Past and Present(cont'd) 
Street Story 
Street level was originally on the ground. Because of the shortness of the local 
time-scale and the narrowness of the local building tradition, Hong Kong street 
started to raise under the pressure of government control. 
70's 80's 
I 
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Understand An Issue 
Hong Kong Street: Past and Present(cont'd) 






. . u 广 
1 
Harbour shopping arcades Sogo, Causeway Bay World Trading Centre 
•"oadsy^  P如 estrian level and separate pedestrianized street building design to-
咖 gether with open 
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Hong Kong Street: Past and Present(cont'd) 
1. circulation 
shape 
- slim and longitudinal in shape 
- regular grid system 
activities 





- gathering for Hong Kong Garden 
- social for residential garden 




- to facilitate outdoor activities 
22 
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Hong Kong Street: Past and Present(cont'd) 
Prediction 
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Hong Kong Street: Street controls 
(I) Town Planning Regulation 
“city planning is an issue which both town planner and architect concern about. It 
should not only talk about building itself but have to create city space with the 
adjacent buildings." 
City planning in Hong Kong is mainly controlled by Town Planning Board. To be 
specified, there is no statuary control about individual building design. However, 
restrictions on building use are stated in the Outline Boning Plan which limit several 
building types allowed to construct. 
Besides, both Building (Planning) Regulations and Buildings Ordinance, s. 16 
control site converge, plot ratio and building volume of individual structure which 
have to provide sufficient lighting and fire escape route as well. 
Special Control Area which is an area defined by Town Planning Board under more 
restricted control in its structure height, coverage and plot ratio. In general, the aim 
is to retain its history and protect the existing environment, overloading in transpor-
tation and over developed. 
Recently, Town Planning Department even lists out clear guidelines on new devel-
oping district to give more control on district. Tong Chung is one of the new towns 
developed under town planning instructions. 
Implement guidelines on city planning tell the awareness of the city space. 
To create a harmony city space, the following systems have to be implemented; 
transport network system 
garden and recreational system 
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Hong Kong Street: Street controls(cont'd) 
(D) Regulations on street 
The fundamental instrument of street control has been established since 1856 the 
uimings Ordinance of the time. It amends all the times to support the district. 
widths，ground cover ratios, safety conditions and heights ofperma-
^^bui ldmgs are all strictly controlled by the government. Regulations apply to 
u n c i r S s e I Z m only.工打 r ^ e c t of an individual site may include specifications 
of the size of the physical inheritance of unplanned makeshift arrange-
ents from the years of most acute crowding the 1950s and earlier, physical 
ngestion, the density and diversity of the people's user of both buildings and 
e^ts in many new areas, thirty years of physical growth and stretched govern-
e厂 resources to the limit over long periods of time and heavy transportation 
flcT^r，streets are elevated to fist floor level. Either pedestrianized on first 
or level of buildings or elevated pedestrian walkway, the main intention is to 
separate pedestrian from heavy traffic. 
25 
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Street Comparison with Renaissance 
Hong Kong Street 
； 食 " 〃 ： ： . 
\ . .
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Under figure-ground theory, 
street has been turned into a 
positive object giving a 
result to monotonic 
sequence. 
Difference" 
1. district in use; Hong 
Kong = city/Athens 二 
community 
2. building of negative 
space; Hong Kong = 
define road system and 
fit-in as toys building 
blocks/Athens = use 
building type to define 
and user activity 
Question: Mixing the effect 
ofboth = ??? 
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A Lesson from History 
The mechanical and insensitive spatial design of individual building projects has 
had a dramatic effect on outdoor activities. 
Buildings had a great influence on outdoor activities and consequently on a number 
of social possibilities. 
Street formation history below illustrates how building layout influence human life. 
History of street formation 
1八 the Middle ages - physical and social aspects 
the renaissance - the visual aspects 
3八 fUnctionalism - the physiological, functional aspects 
Stage 1 
the Middle ages 
— physiological aspects 
Professional planning originates in Renaissance. 
Before that, cities grew up in the period from around AD 500 to AD 1500 were not 
planned in the logic sense. Their city-building process was shaped by the residents 
of the city. The city was not a goal in itself, but a tool formed by uses. 
Shape of city void in Athens was in organic pattern. The streets and squares 
arranged with concern for people moving about and staying outdoors. 
And, public monuments and institutions are designed together with negative void 
which thus carries meaning. Normally, those buildings are often visual foci and sit 
in open space to announce their presence and to express their social political 
significance. 
The Piazza de Campo in Siena, Italy is a good example in this case, 
"...with its enclosed spatial design, its orientation with regard to sun and climate, its 
bowl-formed section, and its meticulously placed fountains and bollards, it is ideally 
arranged to function as a meeting place and public living room for citizens, both 
then and now..." 
Jan Gehl, Life Between Buildings 
28 
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A Lesson from History(cont'cl) 
Stage 2 
Renaissance 
“ the visual aspects 
巧leve that the city is an art work, conceived, perceived, and executed as a 
7如丨e. Space in between buildings would be shaped as piece of art rather the 
f ec ia l effects. The most important development in the basis for planning con-
the visual expression of cities and buildings. However, problems involved 
Z ^ defense, transportation, and formalized social functions such as parades and 
processions were proved by fiinctionalism. 
Stage 3 
Functionalism 
“ t h e physiological, functional aspects 
JJe physical-functional aspects of citi4es and buildings were developed as a 
P annmg dimension independent from and supplementary to aesthetics. 
二二ainly concerns a high hygienic standard for people and have enough light air 
C i T 丨ation. However, the fonctionalists had not mentioned the psyio-， 
ycal and social aspects of design of buildings or public spaces. 
二d，i?nal play activities，social patterns，and meeting possibilities were neglected 
叫u not considered. 
二 = the entire history of human habitation, streets and squares had formed focal 
L " ： an^ gathering places. However, they are disappearing with the advent of 
"nctionalism. They are replaced by roads and paths 
29 
Street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Relationship between Building and Street 
As discussed before that building and street is a mutually relationship and work as 
a whole. The followings will be investigated how building envelop affect street in 
terms of space and atmosphere. 
From the following analysis, it is proved that different atmospheres are created 






Street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Case comparsion between linear and twisting street 
Building Envelope Influence 
(I) Spatial influence/enclosure 
〜脱 of person position which is an unspoken reaction to the environment 
expressed as ‘7 am in IT or above It or below IT, I cm enclosed or I am exposed.“ 
Gordon Cidlen, The Concise Towmcape 
Enclosure or outdoor room instill sense of position and of identity with the 
surroundings. It also embodies the idea of “Hereness” Closure is the creation of a 
break in the street, however does not block out the sense of progression beyond. 
( V � I \ f似：、：：：：^"^  hi 





street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Case comparsion between linear and twisting street(cont'd) 
(H) Nearness of Details 
The articulation of the city makes into clear and well-defined parts by the use ot ,， 
"narrows" which mentioned by Gordon Cullen in The Concise Townscape. "Narrows 
defined by buildings crowding together forms a pressure but without forbidding the 
passage of vehicles and pedestrians. Its own right narrowness has a definite effect on 
the pedestrian, inducing a sense of unaccustomed constriction and pressure. 
(HDVisual impact ^ �� � .“， 
When passing along a street, conceived atmosphere affects none from facades directly 
above you or those on the side walking as our visual angle is limited. But in fact only 
where passing by and adjacent building facades creates. Therefore, we cannot con-
sider only a side of fa?ade, however, to think about both faces as a volumetric space. 
"buildings and spaces not only have to be in scale with people but also with each 
OthBT ,, 
. Chandralekha Mallik, Preservation of Human Scale 
Linear street: Nathan Road, Mongkok Twisting street: Jardine's Cresecent, 
Causeway Bay 
32 
Street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Street Components 
Secxondary Profile 
Structuring mid idenifying the environment is a vital ability among all mobile 
animals. Many kinds of cures are used: the visual sensations of color, shape, 
讲 o r polarization of light, as well as other senses such as smell, sound, 
to 她，kimstesia, sense of gravity, and perhaps of electric or magnetic field.“ 
Kevin Lynch, the image of the city 
Let us call the outline of a building's front exterior its "primary profile “ and that 
created by the protruding or temporary ephemera attached to it the "secondary 
profile,，， 
Kikegawa, Yoshiro, The Perceptual Structure of Street Space. 
It implies that when each building have similar structural framework, "secondary 
， f i l e ” helps to identify a space. In the other words, building components reflect 
Erectly to street elements which affects its environment. 
a. Lines 
Lines, under our respective view angle, finally go towards a coverage virtual point 
which direct our way. 
b. Color " 
Color has its meanings and definition, which is warm and cold color controlling the 
atmosphere, . 
Additional attachment 
dditional attachment breaks through blank walls which go all the way up. It 
umanizes street because of human involvement and human scale. 
^ Texture/building materials 
exture here be gladly accepted as a stimulation to be found in the ordinary scene. 
35 
Street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Street Components (cont'd) 







Street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Street Components(cont'd) 






Street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Street Comparsion on building openings 
Residential area in Central and Commercial area in Central 
Opening size and openness relate to activities very much. Full height opening 
allows people flow in and out of buildings that activates street. In comparing with 
window shopping or glass door, customers are separated by a big piece of glass. 
Undoubtedly, security in this case is much protected, however, the intimate rela-
tionships lost. 
Opening is the major dialogue between indoor and outdoor. There are both benefits 
on two sides, but depends on target group users and to which quality of shopping 
atmosphere to achieve. 
35 
Street Analysis: Mutually relationship between Building and Street 
Street Comparsion on building openings(cont'd) 
Comparison: 
1. number of openness to outdoor 
2. size of openings 
separation between openings 





residential area, Central 
(more intimate) 
j" Openings, connecting point among people, 
如manize space 
"“smaller openings related to human scale 
37 commercial area. Central 
Understand An Issue 
Precedent Study 
1 . Isi 
Precedent study 厂 i r ^ ^^  
Horton Plaza 
San Diego, CA 
why to do this project? 
Reinventing the Communal Experience 
"In many ways, the most important loss was an 
experiential one. Under the effect of functionalist, 
we have to linear experiences of unrelated objects 
and segregated uses.“ 
The Hahn Company 
They began by this isolating issues of experiential 
time; the phenomenological issues of space, light, 
form, and texture, sequential designs They called 
this Experiential Design, one kind of architecture is 
conceived as a basis for further changes and 
customizing by people who actually use the 
places. 
This is a new art form in contrast to object making, 
urban design, planning and landscape. Experien-
tial Design includes all of these, but rather than 
being logically sequential, Experiential Design sees 
these disciplines as simultaneously integrated 
informants. 
38 
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Precedent Study(cont'd) 
Project 
It is a development of 1.5 million square feet urban 
center of mixed use: 165 specialty shops and 
restaurants, four department stores, a multi-screen 
cinema, hostel, office space, and an outdoor 
theater. 
The diagonal movement from the heart of the 
downtown and the water front. Along a diagonal 
path, six separate components is broken down: the 
key department stores, the long galleria building, 
the transportation building, the southerly court, 
sports terrace and the market place. 
The project completely knits back into the city as 
the district re-emerges out onto its pre-existing grid 
pattern. Also, to signature the host place is the 
underlying principle of the project which is the 
social, cultural, and phenomenological essence 
and to decode the language to the city thus to 
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In volume 2, it will be investigated Vernacular Hong Kong Streets where 
people apply them as their buildings. Vernacular street/area is created by people 
对ho consider outdoor space as their areas. People build street from street outside 
that echo with my project idea: see street as positive and to grow building from 
outside. 
Those streets are truly "tailor-made" for people and give a strong reason why they 
^re humanized. Massing, street shape and size, hawker stall's dimension and "Dai 
Pai Dan" eating stall characteristics are researched. 
Trnies Square, Causeway Bay 
World Trade Centre, Causeway Bay 
Synopsis 
In volume 1, we find that we are losing street lives. It is a result from emphasis IN 
buildings too much but neglect OUTSIDE. 
Street actually is a room next to buildings from which street is defined. However, 
considering only from building inside scarifies street quality. Building envelope or 
skin affects street quality directly. An question is arisen that can building skin be 
developed to benefit both inside(building) and outside(street)? 
LDC, which is a government department, works together with commercial companies 
to develop buildings. However, it fights for and protects our public affairs against 
commercial companies when design structures. Example of Times Square is a 
successful beginning in that case. And my project is further investigation. 
An issue 
















Bad street = 
loss of human scale 
Linear, without sense of direction 
Chilly 
unexcited 
Summary from Volume 1: cm issue 
Street in the past 
User group 
People who were living around/local 
residents 
Function 
a. social: gathering, dancing, festival 
it is a place for public activities or to 
collect a gang of people 
b. commercial and social: market 
it is a place for exchange but at the same 
time where is a daily social region 
between sellers and buyers and among 
buyers 
Who creates street? 
By local residents 
Characteristics 
1. A square generated naturally at 
certain amount population density 
2. most of activities are on street where 
in front of houses, like washing 
clothes, preparing dishes and taking 
a rest. It increases the changes to 
meet people. 
3. Street is owned by residents but less 
strangers. Less security consider-
ation promote more people out of 
their home and activate street 
activities. 
Summary 
street at present 
User group 
90's Hong Kong People 
Function 
Circulation: moving from < 
another 
I place to 
Who creates street? 
Town Planning Board 
Characteristics 
1. open spaces in Hong Kong are 
sport field and garden but no 
particular gathering place. Now 
Victoria Park gradually becomes a 
place for gathering. 
2. activities are mainly promoted 
within buildings, as shopping 
centers, department stores and 
cultural centers 
Meaning to street 
Street in the past 
as public place for gather, social 
and commerce 
Street at present 
It is a circulation zone 
Activity on street dancing, meeting, 
announcement, daily activities: 
washing clothes, preparing 
dishes and taking a rest, selling 
and consuming 
A 
Walking, in and out of 





According to Volume 1: 
Understanding an issue, it is 
observed that problems on 
streets in general are 
1. loss of human scale 
2. cilly 
unexicited 
It is believed major reasons 
eome from huge building blocks 
and plank facade. 
Thus, the major concept on this 
project is to break down building 
mass and rearrange them into an 
order and to create a meaningful 
Outdoor space. However, at the 
same time, there is no harm to 
building function, or even 
helping to draw more people in. 
Thus，the project goal achieves: 
to develop a serie of building 
skin benefits both inside and 
outside of buildings. 
xK/l 






building mass to 
create meaningful 
out door area 
Program 
Street scale 
As mentioned in Volume 1 that street is formed by rows of adjacent buildings. 
Different street scale is influenced by buildings in different degree provided that we 
experience at the same level - on street. 
By experience, our visual angle is wider at a broader street. Thus, the wider street 
is, the 妒ore area of adjacent builjiing jfagade does affect street atmosphere. 
€onnaught Road West — 4 
driveway in width 
adjacent building facade up to 10-
12 floor height that we 'see' on 
strert 
Tung Choi Street — 2-3 driveway 
in width 
adjacent building fa9ade up to 6-8 
floor height that we 'see' on street 
Oilman's Bazaar—6 m in width 
adjacent building facade up to 2-3 
floor height that we 'see' on street 
Program: Site analysis 
Site description 
Sheung Wan has been selected. It contains the oldest Hong Kong street history as 
H is a place where Hong Kong started. Now，its street life still activates, like Mee 
Lun Street, Peel Street, Cochrane Street and Square Street, on which street activity 
like market and hawker stalls have retained. 
H ^ e v e r , Sheung Wan is developing and regard as an extension of Central. Huge 
commercial buildings as The Center and Cowso Tower have been constructed there. 
Street life might disappear under development. Undoubtedly, there are large open 
spaces created by The Center and The Grand Millennium Plaza. However, by 
observation, less people apply. The further investigation will be discussed later. 
proposed site area 
under The Centre open area 
open area between The Grand 
Millennium Plaza 
Topography 
fheung Wan is located on the northwest coast of Hong Kong Island. It lies at the 
em of Victoria Peak and faces the Victoria Harbour, stretching to Admiralty in the 
east and to Kennedy Town in the west. 
Program: Site analysis 
Site description(cont'd) 
Program: Site analysis 
Sheung Wan History 
On 25 January 1841，British troops landed at 
Possession Point in Sheung Wan. The British 
made use of its strategic position for defence 
purpose and settled along the narrow strip of 
land on the northwest shore of Hong Kong 
Island，developing it into Chung Wan 
(Central), Sheung Wan and Sai Wan (Western 
District). Settlements later moved up the 
slope ofTai Ping Shan which became the Mid-
levels and the Peak areas. 
pefore that, there were only 50 people living 
in Kwan Tai Road (a small fishing village in 
Central); and only 25 in the quarry of Shek 
Tong Tsui. According to statistics of 1996， 
the population of Central and Western District 
Was over 259,224 representing the substantial 
changes that the district had undergone. 
business and leading Center 
^ v e n its proximity to Macau and Guangzhou, 
Hong Kong served as a bridge for foreign 
trading and import/export. 
Chinese Settlements 
I? 1843, Chinese traders and civilians set up 
simple matsheds along Jervois Street to start 
their business. It was the earliest Chinese 
Commercial area and called 'Lower Market'. 
丨ome of the Chinese lived in the 'Middle 
Market'. An ‘Upper Market' was developed 
"J Tai Ping Shan area for labourers from 
Kowloon and along the coast of China who 
attracted by the rapid development on 
^ong Kong Island. Chinese traditional 
religion rooted at 'Upper Market' and a 
number to temples and Buddhist chapels 
emerged. 
Sheung Wan was properous in 19th 
Century 
f « a 
The majority of Chinese scattlered at 
Tai Ping Shan in early 1890's 
After an outbreak of plague in Tai Ping Shan 
area, the Peak District Reservation Ordinance 
was enacted in 1904, making the Peak a 
residential area for the exclusive use of 
foreigners. The Chinese stayed at 'Middle 
Market' and 'LowerMarket'. 
After 1870, the Chinese merchants in Nam Pak 
Hong ran their business successfully and 
become dominant landlords in Hong Kong. 
Shops of Nam Pak Hong sold 
Chinese medicine and dried sea food 
Connaught Road West was the 
centre of rice retailing 
After the Second World War, Hong Kong s 
economy continued to rely on entrepot trade. 
However, the United Nations implemented a 
trade embargo to China because of the out-
10 
In 1850, a large number of Chinese moved from 
Guangzhou to Hong Kong bringing together 
their capital and commercial experiences and 
developed their businesses in Hong Kong. 
Inbetween 1876 to 1881, there were 215 shops 
in Nam Pak Hong in Sheung Wan increased to 
395. In only twenty to thirty years, Sheung 
Wan developed into a booming commercial and 
domestic area in the Chinese community. 
Chinese organizations such as Nam Pak Hong 
Union, guilds and association of fellow 
townsmen and chambers of commerce were 
established. 
In the 40 years after British occupation, Central 
had been dominated by British merchants and 
foreigners. Chinese were only allowed to stay 
in Sheung Wan and Western District. From 
1870 onwards, Chinese gradually became rich, 
they began to build Chinese style houses in 
Central. 
Program: Site analysis 
Sheung Wan History(cont'd) 
Nam Pak Hong 
W'JIij; 
Program: Site analysis 
Sheung Wan History(cont'd) 
break of Korean War. Hong Kong's foreign 
trading was limited. The business of Nam Pak 
Hong suffered much. 
In the meantime reftigees from all parts of 
China came to Hong Kong. They brought a 
lots of money and also expertise and skills. 
Hong Kong then had all requirements to 
develop industries. Hong Kong did not rely 
on entrepot trade any more, and focus of 
economic and production shifted from Central 
and Western District to other parts of the 
territory. 
In the past decades, with growth of Hong 
bong's trading and financial industries, 
Central and Western District changed rapidly 
^here new modern skyscrapers stand. 
Financial, commercial, wholesalers concen-
trate in that area. Many modernized hotels 
and luxurious shopping arcades are also 
erected. It becomes a typical metropolitan 
city. 
As Central and Western District developed so 
rapidly and the land was limited, the land on 
which Des Voeux Road and Connaught Road in 
Central lie, and the praya of Kennedy Town in 
Western District were reclaimed to meet the 
demand. 
There has been 4500sq. km reclaimed land in 
Hong Kong in the past hundred years. It is the 
second number in the world. The first one is 
Holland. 
The first reclamation started from Sir George 
Bonham who is the third Governor. He built 
Queen's Road and those soil excavated had 
been reclaimed. It started reclamation works 
which were repeated to carry out several times 
making our coastal line moving forward. 
Foreshore of the City of Victoria in 
1850s, Pedder Street was in the 
center 
Des Veux Road, the waterfront of 
Central, 1870's 
Where the present site of Central Market, 
Pedder Street and Pottinger street formed Hong 
Kong coastal line at the very beginning. Along 
the existing area of Queen's Road Central were 
pier and godown. 
In 1857，Sir John Bowring, the forth Governor, 
thought that land was limited to develop 
trading business and suggested to reclaim 
more land. 1868-70 reclamation had been 
completed and those area covered from 
Queen's Road Central to Des Voeux Road 
Central named as Bowring Praya which was 
coastal line during that time. 
1880's Indian business man C. P. Chater 
suggested reclaiming more land at Central 
District. It was the second reclamation. The 
work started in 1889 and finished in 1904. 65 
hectares area was reclaimed and it created a 
12 
Program; Site analysis 
Reclamation in Sheung Wan 
s i i a u R 
Program: Site analysis 
Reclamation in Sheung Wan(cont'd) 
new praya lengthened 10,263 feet. The praya 
extended northwards to the present site of 
Connaught Road Central. 
At the beginning of 90，s，Sheung Wan and 
Western District has continued to reclaim and 
push our coastal further northwards. Where 
Macau Ferry Terminal, Western District 
Indoor Sport Complex and Shun Tak Center 
erected were the new reclaimed land. 1890-1904 reclamation in Central to extend the praya northwards to the 










From Queen's Road Central to Des Voeux Road Central 
From Des Voeux Road Central to Connaught Road Central 
From Connaught Road Central to Macau Ferry Terminal and 
Shun Tak Center 
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Program; Site analysis 
Transportation 
Des Voeux Road Central 
It has been built at the second 
reclamation in 1904. 
3 driveway in width and Tram is 
still running on. Along which lots 
of bus terminals are located. It 
carries heavy traffic capacity and 
often induces traffic jam. 
Queen's Road Central 
It is noted that it was the original 
Hong Kong Coastal line. Now it 
carries medium traffic capacity. 
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Program: Site analysis 
Building use 
The Outline Zoning Plan 
According to Sai Ying Pun and Sheung Wan Outline Zoning Plan No. S/H3/11 
revised at 1997, most of areas in Sheung Wan have been zoned as commercial/ 
residential use. However, most of them had been turned into commercial use under 
actual development. 
Several areas have been restricted 
as Comprehensive Development 
Area (CDA)*. This shows 
developments in Sheung Wan has 
under considerable control. 
Note *: Any proposed developments 
on 'Comprehensive Development 
Area' shall prepare a Master Layout 
Plan together with landscaping 
proposal, urban design study report 
and environmental impact assessment 
report for the approval of the Town 
Planning Board. 
Sheung Wan is a residential'and 
commercial mix use area. Parallel 
to the OZP above, it shows that 
most of building in C/R region are 
actually under commercial in use 
whelther than residential one. 
The proposed site is located in 
between the mix-use region that 
we can predict our users. 
釋觀：譯 
vr：：-- -..;' ‘ 
“:,....:�.‘ liJSiSJSS 
•^^ ange: R(A) green: C/R 
black: G/IC red:w/ LDC(CDA) 
Building Type 
、•、•，、’.‘‘. 
blue: commercial building 
orange: residential use q 
_ 
W 
y: government bidgs 
JUser groups 
"rough the above analysis, we propose our target group are: 
：• \Vhite collar/ofllcal workers 
2. shoppers 
’ shop keepers 
he|r street activities and street requirements are discussed in Site analysis-activity 
• 15 
Program: Site analysis 
Site photo 
photo 7 pliotoT" 
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Program: site analysis 




It is an uncessary path as lots 
of circulation path adjacent, 
circulation path 
Lots of open space adjacent 
open space 
19 
Program; site anlaysis 
Activity on street (cont'd) 
Pedestrian pace passing through 
The Center and The Grand 
Millennium Plaza is the greatest. 
It shows that such large open 
areas use for circulation only, 
pedestrian pace 




Program: site analysis 




Where the circles are open 
spaces, (parallel to open space 
diagram) However, yellow circle 
always being occupied by people. 
Parallel with The Grand Millen-
nium Plaza and The Center Plaza, 
both of them are mainly for 
circulation and less people to stay 
except peak hour (lunch time). 
Actually, it is unfair to compare 
two as they are lying in different 
regions and contains different 
users. Residents (yellow circle) 
are willing to stay as they think 
there is their region. While white 
collars (blue circle) claim they 
only work there and want to leave 
immediately after work. 
Yellow circle = open space in 
residential region 
User: residents/old people 
Blue circle = open space in 
commercial area 
User: white collars 
There are several predictions why 
blue circle contains less people: 
1. less trees as cover 
2. as a commercial area/more 
public and noisy region 
3. no program to support 
human density 




Through site analysis, user activity and building types, street proposed to develop 
as a nomal street. On ground floor, it still contains shops and the upper part of 
buildings are home-office in order to meet city life. Street will not contain particular 
'sport street" or "eating street" in order to allow flexibility. function 
Reference: 
Meaning to street (an extract from Volume 1: understand an issue) 
Street to shoppers = a place for visual and physcial enrichment 
Require: to have a comfort for enjoyment in their shopping trip, places to take 
rest, to eat and to shop 
Activities: view out of building 
Street to shop keepers = a place to earn: 
Require: to draw more people's attentions and high pedestrian flow 
Activities: view from building inside with frame 
Street to white collar or office workers = a place to go to work 
a place for lunch and leisure releasing from 
confirmed area like building or office 
Require: easy for transport/leisure space during lunch time unrelated to work, 
like TV and shopping 
Activities: non-directional 
22 
Program: Design concept 
Massing 
� U l � 
A trend in building size, 
orientation, building setting or 
street layout are changing into 
formal and inhuman scale. 
It proves that building mass is 
changing and increasing as 
society is varying. 
The red line is thr original costal 
line. Beyond that all lands were 
reclaimed and building arrange-
ment and transportation network 
Were planned by Town Planning 
Board. 
In the contracy, where behind 
red line tells "street" settings 
created by people who empha-
sized on street life in the past. 
Street shape, building mass and 
scale are investigated. 
23 
Massing(conf 
Program: Design concept 
L 
, � ' ' i � � Development after the first 
^ ^ ‘�reclamation -from Queen's Road 
.. Central to Des Voeux Road 
Central. 
Development after the second 
reclamation - from Des Voeux 









Building massing between 
Queen's Road Central and 
Wellington Street. 
\ 5 、 芝 7 、 
Middle Market where is sloping 
and most original building 
massings are kept. 
K^ Villages at Diamond Hill 
p-x.-. 醫 
‘“rf丄.丄:‘ .:..“ ：：,.• 
i^aiHom Wage^^^ 一 — 
color: street space created by people 
Ha Yuen Leng 
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Program: A study of Vernacular Hong Kong Street 
Vernacular street space 
Program: A study pf Vernacular Hong Kong Street 
Vernacular street space(cont'd) 
Queen's Road Central 
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Program: Sheung Wan Characteristic 
Building From 
Building form in Sheung Wan is 
special and particular which 
carries its own character. 
The reason for particular shape 
is to obtain maximum sunlight 
for building and under restric-
tion of regulation in the past to 
retain certain daylight on street. 
27 
1904 — Des Voeux Road West/ Des Voeux Road 
Central — George William Des Voeux (The 
tenth Hong Kong Governor) 
Pottinger Road, post war 
.乂 
iffvrfiiA. Sii I h niy l'i);iii)}>pr 
Pottinger Road, 1990，s 
1858 — Pottinger Road — Sir Henry Pottinger 
(The first Hong Kong Governor) 
Program: Sheung Wan Characteristics 
Street Story in Sheung Wan 
Some of streets in Central and Western District were named by Hong Kong Govern-
ment in the use of names of Hong Kong Governors in order to recall their 
contributions. There were 19 streets named from Hong Kong Governors. Among 
them, 11 streets are in Central and Western District. For examples: 
itnm： 
SrOca.Sf IWJim Oij Uhim 
•' •-r :. 
ftSHifl-J: 
Sil Willl.tm m M ^ 
1935 — Peel Street — Sir William Peel (the 
eighteenth Hong Kong Governor) 
28 
Program: Sheung Wan Characteristics 
Street life in Sheung Wan 
Street life at several streets in Sheung Wan still activate. They are Peel Street, 
Pottinger Street, Upper Lascar Row, Mee Lun Street and Wing Kut Street. 
mm 
Peel street Pottinger street Mee lun street 
Characteristic to Good streets 
a) Lesson from Peel Street, Pottinger Street, Upper Lascar Row, Mee Lun Street 
and Wing Kut Street (shopping/market) • 
+ Open and facing to street 
+ Break down into human scale/stall-box dimension ‘ 
+ No barrier/non-linear/semi-public/semi-open/extension 
Slope/street scale 
+ Daily use/human scale/recognizable 
High variety/personal/allow people to add on 
+ Materials 
+ Building envelope: Opening sizes/color/personalize/building from 
b) an excitement/enjoyment of walking 
+ Variations 
+ Sense ofBEING/landmark/node/edge 
29 
Program: A study of Vernacular Street 
Bird's View to Vernacular Street in Sheung Wan 
Program: A study of Vernacular Street 
Bird's View to Vernacular Street in Sheung Wan(cont'd) 
Program: A study of Vernacular Street 
Observation: Vernacular Hong Kong Street 
"DaiPaiDan 
32 
Program: A study of Vernacular Street 
Observation: Vernacular Hong Kong Street(cont'd) 
L 33 
Program: A study of Vernacular Street 
Human scale from hawker's stall 
example 1 
1 _ ^ 
0.9 til 
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Program: A study of Vernacular Street 
Human scale from hawker's stall(cont'd) 
example 2 
L 35 
Program: A study of Vernacular Street 







Observation study: Street Space 
Theatre Lane 
away(upper) and towards(lower) 
Theatre Lanethrough small lane 
L-shape space for activity and gather 
37 
Observation study: Street Space 
Negative space under flyover 
Elevated pedestrian flyover has 
been constructed to ease 
pedestrian flow, to shorten 
walking period and/or to 
separate pedestrian from 
transport against safety, noise 
and air problems. However, 
negative space is reformed 
together underneath. The 
bottom of flyover becomes the 
roof of street and changes in 
height and positions. Thus, 
spatial quality and arrangement 
have been varied and affected 
under elevated flyover. Un-
doubted that to construct 
elevated flyover is creating 
space (for circulation) but at the 
same time it influences space 
around too. 
Taking pedestrian escalator in 
Sheung Wan as an example. 
Positions of landings varied 
produces different negative 
spaces. 
My Thinking: when you moving 
along, negative space varies 
with staircase landing to the 
ground. 
38 
Observation: Street Space 
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Precedent study 
Cailejon in Puerto Rican towns 
It is actually a design project about transformation of missing passage in Puerto Rican towns, 
which is similar to my project nature. 
The project is the final second-year Design course at the New School of Architecture at 
Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico about documentation and analysis of callejiones in 
Puerto Rican towns, urban renewal of Hispanic Caribbean, a town on Puerto Rico's East 
coast. 
Callejones are longitudinal pedestrian spaces that 
customarily reach from one street to another. Such 
spaces lack any roof, and their character is determined 
by the elements at either side of them. 
1 VARI*COVES CCVCT<>RUA>LIS DEL CAIIRJCN CN i r 
a 
Koctr ijwrinxi^  V^tUlM T? 3ir«flo 
i\ CMACTERSrCAS CN SrCCON 
• V4CW. 















The aim of this project is to 
understand as a task vital to 
unravel cities' history through 
documentation and recovering 
of previously unrecorded 
urban conditions. The project 
involves old and new which 
are interpreted as autonomous 
entities. The new space is 
conceived as one of cultural 
interaction, where old and new 
establish a dialogue of trust 
within their respective 
identities. 
40 
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The callejoin in Puerto Rico 
towns 
A student project - transformation of callejoin 
Precedent study 
Callejon in Pue 
麵 






Callejon in Puerto Rican towns(cont'd) 
require 
internal articulation at a more 
reduced scale: dead-ends, 




A study of Lan Kwai Fong 
Lan Kwai Fong is the most famous area in 
terms of its reputation for night-life and festive 
atmosphere. The reason of study as where not 
only functions as a link for circulation but also 
as a place for people's activities. 
Its structuring function trends to increase a 
sense of place in the organization of cities in 
that it helps to structure into wholes. Its 
physical properties are special size, special 
configuration and positions make people go 
there and stay for entertainment. 
An article of 乂 Theme Stage for Theatrical 
Consumption in Urban Life: A Study of Lan 
Kwai Fong in Hong Kong by Siu Kin Wai 
Michael investigated Lan Kwai Fong deeply. 
Background 
Lan Kwai Fong was a small and quiet area 
where orchids were sold. Thus it literally, 
means ‘The Scent of Orchids'. During 70s, cars 
could enter the street after redevelopment. Lan 
Kwai Fong was an old residential area for 
Chinese people. It was until a foreigner, Allan 
Zeman had developed a place where young 
people could go and enjoy themselves and that 
was Lan Kwai Fong. 
Position and configuration 
Officially，Lan Kwai Fong is an L-shaped lane 
in Central. But now activity area is expanding 
to three L-shaped lanes which area Wing Wah 
Lane, D'Aguilar Street, Lan Kwai Fong. As it is 
located in Central, people find it convenient to 
go there after office hours. 
Three streets are narrow and the pedestrian 
way is 1.2m to 1.4m wide. This narrowness and 
43 
Precedent study 
A study of Lan Kwai Fong(cont'd) 
shortness of streets increases the 'spatial 
accessibility' and ‘user density' so that it 
encourages an intimate and cosy environment 
for socialising. The limited width also helps 
the street become a place which holds people 
more closely. 
The street is sloped slightly and consists of a 
number of platforms and steps along two 
sides of road. The eye level changes gradu-
ally as people walk along on the changing 
slope. Even when they are walking in the 
crowd at night, they do not just look at 
others' backs; instead, they can look up and 
down the whole area, and directly and clearly 
see what's going on. The high degree of 
transparency conveys a 'sense of life' along 
the street. 
Street size is normally 30m in 
length and 6-1 Im wide 
Str ucture of spaces 
The interior spaces merge with the street. 
Restaurants in Wing Wah Lane even put 
tables outsides and set up pavilions to create 
extra public space but as quasi-private space 
44 
Precedent study 
A study of Lan Kwai Fong(cont，d) 
一 for private business but also for free public 
gathering. This special configuration of 
restaurants gives unity and focus to the street. 
The whole street becomes a grand place, and 
makes people feel that they are entering an 
'exterior living room' where people gather. 
Street facilities 
The reddish brown road finish introduced by 
the Government highlights where is a special 
zone and differentiates from the surrounding 
streets. Railing is absent in Lan Kwai Fong. It 
allows the extension of human activities and 
the interaction between tow sides of streets. 
Hanging signboards, flags and banners 
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Collections 
Photographic£urvey at Western District(cont'd) 
ecords 
steel column sliding doorway 
reet shop to street relationship 
Collections 
Hong Kong Street life through an artist's view 
"Years of travelling have inspired Dave Parker 
to keep a detailed record of his impressions of 
contact with different cultures and places, 
always striving to capture this fascinating world 
as it is." 
An extract from editor of this book 
Each image breathes life into your senses. Dave Parker, absorbed in observation, 
captured with care and patience stalking streets of the city. Drawings show what 
impression of Hong Kong street life given to a foreign artist is. 
51 
Collections 
Hong Kong Street life through an artist's view(cont'd) 
M 
i qwcxssep Uxe 
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Collections 
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1999-2000 Master of Architecture, Department of Architecture, CUHK 
Final Year Project Program: Volume 2 
Prepared by CATHY NG Wai Mui 
Instructor: Wallace Chang 







Figure - Ground Reversal 
see street as building 
VOLUME 3: DESIGN STORY BOOK 
design story book 
A VOID BUffDING Design /tory Book 
• 虹 
a n " s s u e 八 U 机 , ^ ^ A v ^ c i ^ c w . 
Vllf 《减？？丄， 
—^(vad $2.卿咏吟‘n/liAluaL 
r e s e a r c h ^ 
— 如 f i . i i . 
⑤ 计 叫 德 3 
d e s i g n ^ v � “ 今 
c o n c e p t 个 巧 — 
® • ？ox A r f O m ^ k ^ / h M k 如k liii^^a 
^ ® 如 c | w . 
D E S I G N 
i n t e r g r a t i o n 
contents 
contents 
A VOID BUILDING Design Story 
Day 1: Discover an issue 
RESEARCH ON 
Day 2: Understanding about street and exploration 
STUDY ON 
Day 3: Conceptual design idea growth 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
Day 4: Further exploration and transfer concepts into site 
FURTHER STUDY ON 
Day 5: Further exploration and transfer concepts into site 
FURTHER STUDY AND SUMMARY 似 
Day 6: Further street language injected 
FURTHER STUDY AND DESIGN DEVELOPMENT ON NEGATIVE 
SPACE MAINLY 
Day 7: Detail study and special study on vernacular Hong Kong 
street characteristic 
DESIGN REINFORCEMENT AND DETAIL DESIGN 





day 1: discover an issue 
A VOID BUILDING Design Story Book 
RESEARCH ON 
Street understanding from different view points 
Vol 1: preface 
Define questions and methodology 
Vol 1: page 2 to 5 
24/09/99 Review 1 
Idea throws 
Frustration: how to start? 
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day 2: understanding about street and exploration 
A VOID BUILDING Story 
輪*do^iTiv**** 
STUDY ON 
Part 1: Building to street relationship 
Role of street: parallel with music 
parallel with river 
Vol 1: page 10 to 13 
Mutual relationship: street and building envelope 
Vol 1: page 6 to 7 
To street, from building 
R—,“i“f"‘A.p •’jbv”n riao :ir.».l s:‘.<=“ 
Case comparison between linear and twisting 
street 
Street components from building 
Street comparison on building openings 





Part 2: Hong Kong street stoiy: past present and 
PREDICTION 
Hong Kong street: past and present 
Vol 1: page 18 to 23 
Hong Kong street control 
Vofl:page26to27 
Part 3: Street comparison with Renaissance 
A lesson from History 
Vol 1: page 26 to 29 
T 
Part 4: Meaning to street 
- Vol 1: page 8 to 9 






22/10/99 Review 2 
Frustration: Design Directions? 
Response: Define what is good and bad streets? 
• •一 ,•， 
V l 
Conceptual design: 
create meaningful street space by two sides of building envelope 
day 3:comceptual design idea growth 
Main concept developed 
Street formed by 
huge building 
blocks 
It is observed that problems on 
streets in general are 
1. loss of human scale 
2. cilly 
3. unexicited 
It is believed major reasons come 
from huge building blocks and 
plank facade. 
Thus, the major concept on this 
project is to break down building 
mass and rearrange them into an 
order and to create a meaningful 
outdoor space. However, at the 
same time, there is no harm to 
building function, or even helpin, 
to draw more people in. Thus, thi 
project goal achieves:to develop £ 
serie of building skin benefits bot. 













A VOID BUILDING Design Story 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
Part 1: Reinforce an issue 
Main concept 
Vol 2 : page 5 to 6 
My observations 
Vol 2 : page 1 to 3, page 46 to 48 
Part 2: Further exploration on negative space 
Observation study: Theatre lane street space in 
Sheung Wan 
Vol 2 : page 37 
Observation study: negative space under fly-ove 
Vol 2 : page 38 to 39 
12/11/99 Review 3 
Draft programming 
site selection: idea expression 




Anchor site on Sheung Wan where 
defined both good and bad streets 
Dream = building envelope benefit 
both indoor and outdoor 
FURTHER STUDY ON 
Part 1: Site analysis in Sheung Wan 
(FACT/DESIGN SUPPORT) 
Site description 
Sheung Wan history 





Activity on street 
Vol 2 : page 7 to 21 
Part 2: Capture an essence (DESIGN CONCEPT) 
A study of vernacular Hong Kong Street space 
characteristics 
Massing 
‘ Vol 2: page 23 
Observation on vernacular street space 
Vol 2 : page 30 to 33 
Human scale from hawkers' stall 
Vol 2 : page 34 to 36 
10/12/99 Review 4 
Study of HumaiTscale^ 
Conceptual model 
to create "street space" by playing with building SKIN. (Mutual relation from 
volume I: understand an 
further exploration and transfer concepts into site 
A VOID BUILDING Story 
Venicular H.K. street 
Sheung Wan conceptual modd 
Human scale study 
1 & c/i s C § 00 
i 
Sheung Wan Street characters. 
(Vernacular Hong Kong street) 
(cont'd) 
day 4: further exploration and transfer concepts into site 
A VOID BUILDING Design Story 
Concept from the site: 
Through model to concrete design direction. 
This model highlights ideas 
telling in volume 2: Program 
1. Sheung Wan Street 
characteristics 
2. Building types distribution 
3. Building mass 







Site model: Concept gain from site 
(cont'd) 
day 4: further exploration and transfer concepts into site 
A VOID BUILDING Story 
existing site design 1 
Box arrangement 
captured from "Tai Pai Dong' 
1'. break down building ms ss 
2. try to tranform space fr( m stall's box , 
3. highligh walking experi< nee / 聽. 
4. make use of the left-ovei garden(part of The Cent^) 
5. addition on plank walls 
aptured from 
Tai Pai Dong" 
Conceptual building model 
Ideas: break down building mass 
try to transform spacOTSB^birs box 
“ highlight walking experien^ 
make use of left over | 
(part of The Center), m 博 
addition on plank walls o f ^ n ^ r c i a l 
buildings 
solid semi-solid void 
麵 a 
Comments: 
Further investigation on vernac 
Consider factual constrain: EVA 
"adjacent buildings 
dyand desig 
"K vdlBs BUILDING 
r\ 
THER STUDY AND 
Further idea captured 
street characteristics 
Street = Continuous b 
Part 2: Precedent Study 
Callejoin in Puerto Rican towns 
Vol 2 : page 40 to 42 
A study of^ Lan Kwai Fong 
Vol 2 : page 43 to 45 
Part 3: Further study on vernacular Hong Kong street 
characteristics 




day 5: further study and d^^gri t i lVel^j^ent 
, A VOID BUIJ4)工Ma Design S t o r ^ 縱 
i v ^ 
(cont'd) 
day 5: further study and design development 
A VOID BUILDING Design Story Book 
DESIGN CONCEPT 
fT .A. 
GROUND FLOOR PLAN 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
CONCEPT ON STREET 
WIDTH TO BUILDING 
Building model: vernacular Hong Kong street 
characteristics involved 
Tai Pai Dong characteristic 
show room concept 
street width to building height ratio 
divide site into zonings 
Comments: loss of street language/lack of 
organization 
unclear zoning 
too much concern on buildings and 
neglect negative spaces 




day 5: furthei 





day 6: further street language injected 






FURTHER STUDY AND DESIGN DEVELOP-
MENT ON NEGATIVE SPACE MAINLY 
Part 1: Capture an essence (DESIGN CONCEPT) 
A study of vernacular Hong Kong Street space 
characteristics 
Negative space essence in Li Jiang ’ China*** 
Negative s]kce essence in Hong Kong 
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(cont'd) 
day 6: further street language injected 
A VOID BUILDING Story 
Li Jiang, China 
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day 6: further street language injected 
广 ’ A VOID BUILDING Design Story Book 
development 1 
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(cont'd) 
day 6: further street language injected 
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structural elements added: break down street into room scale 
. . - day 6: 
(cont'd) 
further street language injected 
A VOID BUILDING Story 
八 
void in function 
© 丨 e ‘丨. 
丨“今•^卜 丨 
visual angle on street level define designed regions 
¥ 
. I 1 
^ T M r . I ！ ”丨 
— - - . - - - . . . . . . . — ^ 两 - — 
divide street into several regions: 
attraction - take away and waiting area - exhibit areas - window shop-
Dins - extended market from Peel street 
11/02/00 Review 6 
Design developments 
Idea 1: Inject architectural language on 
street (ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN) 
Void in function 
Existing site /building program 
used 
Break down street scale into room 
Street language reinforced: 
Continuous building = street 
Idea 2: Other design constrains input 
Visual angle involved 
Natural lighting concerned 
L 
I r rOT. 
4' 
u h K r p u 
r u 
i3fL —T-ZL- 一1 I 丨 「 
二[uT: "\3XIIJ 
ground floor plan 
足1 
•i I止 『 一 
厂. 
n I T D E 
(cont'd) 
day 6: further street language injected 
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design concept on buildings 
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day 7: detail study and special study 
A VOID BUILDING Story 
DESIGN REINFORCEMENT AND DETAIL 
DESIGN 
Part 1: Further study on vernacular Hong Kong 
street stall 
Street stall's structure, proportion and 
materials 
Special study on street stall operation 
Part 2: Design transformation 
Detailing design 
. r / 
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(cont'd) 
y 7: detail study and special study 
A VOID BUILDING 
hawker 's metal stall 
Story 
W 
light slructurc applies 
day 8: presentation 
A VOID BUILDING Design Story Book 

view in a different way gives alternative results. 
two faces ？?? 
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1 
• • 画 曲 
Normally, Buildings create Street. 
Ti- B 
In this project, 
S t r e e t D E F I N E B u i l d i n g 
A Void Building Figure- Ground Reversal: to See Street as Building 
虛體建造-街 
People usually see positive (Building) but neglect negative space (Street). 
Actually positive and negative spaces are mutual. Street is now losing its quality: 
out of human scale, no experience and no architectural language. My project is 







a day and night time 
^ADVERTISEMENT BANNERS 
/Attraction to people waiting for tram 
VOID IN FUNCTION 
Allow people waiting for|take away (Existing site prograrr 
and T A I PAI DONjG" eating activ ty extended 
^ EXTERNAL EXHIBITION ROOMS 
‘(REFER TO SPECIAL STUDY) 
An extension promotion of Tourists Association Center 
proposed street design 
OILMAN'S BAZAAR, SHEUNG WAN 
INGS (REFER TO SPECIAL STUDY) 
Pee丨 Street, Sheung Wan 
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1: 
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existing building plans 
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• • ^ 1 • FORTH FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
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5/F 
Existing building structure 
JMT. 
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GROUNDFLOORPLAN SCALE: :1000 
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designable structures 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
m 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
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-S-I 
THIRD FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
LI 
FORTH FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1:1000 
H ^ Z h 
FIFTH FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
retained existing structures 
OTMAN's BAZAAR, SHEUNG WAN 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1:1000 
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FORTH FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
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GROUNDFLOORPLAN SCALE: :1000 






GROUND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1: 
sU 
proposed building plans 
GILMAN-S B A Z A ? f R , ^ E U N G W A N 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
THIRD FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
e s l d 
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FORTH FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
or = completed street profile 
OILMAN 'S BAZAAR, SHEUNG WAN 
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ECOND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 







FORTH FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
IFTH FT OOR PT .AN Sr,八LF.. 1-1000 
rm 
GROUND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1: 
proposed building structure 
麗 麗 GILSAN�BAZAAR，SHEUNGWAN 
rm 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1: 
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1:1000 
1/F 
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2/F 
rm � E 
THIRD FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 1:1000 
3/F 
B E D 
nm E 
FORTH FLOOR PLAN SCALE: 
4/F 
5/F 
Proposed building design 
PLUS 
Retained existing building ！ 
rm 
FIFTH FT OOR PT. SCAT F- i-innn 
MORNING 
street activity on day and night 
OILMAN 'S BAZAAR, SHEUNG W A N 
ELEVATIONS SCALE： I : 5 0 0 




proposed site sequence 
• • OILMAN'S BAZAAR, SHEUNG WAN 
FROM DES VOEUX ROAD CENTRAL TO 
QUEEN'S ROAD CENTRAL 
proposed site sequence 
r 麗 GILMAN's BAZA?VR,SHEUNGWAN 
FROM DES VOEUX ROAD CENTRAL TO 
Q U E E N ' S R O A D C E N T R A L 
p E r i 
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